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Three-nucleon forces, which compose an up-to-date subject in few-nucleon systems, provide a good account
of the triton binding energy and the cross section minimum in proton-deuteron elastic scattering. However,
three-nucleon forces do not explain spin observables such as the nucleon and deuteron analyzing powers,
suggesting serious defects in their spin dependence. We study the spin structure of nucleon-deuteron elastic
amplitudes by decomposing them into spin-space tensors and examine effects of three-nucleon forces to each
component of the amplitudes obtained by solving the Faddeev equation. Assuming that the spin-scalar ampli-
tudes dominate the others, we derive simple expressions for spin observables in the nucleon-deuteron elastic
scattering. The expressions suggest that a particular combination of spin observables in the scattering provides
direct information on scalar, vector, or tensor component of the three-nucleon forces. These effects are nu-
merically investigated by the Faddeev calculation.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.66.044005 PACS number~s!: 21.45.1v, 21.30.2x, 24.70.1sI. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, a lot of investigations have been de-
voted to nucleon-deuteron (N-d) elastic scattering to provide
valuable information on nuclear interactions such as an evi-
dence of a three-nucleon force ~3NF! @1–16#. In these stud-
ies, serious discrepancies between theoretical predictions
with conventional models of two-nucleon force ~2NF! and
corresponding experimental data were found for some scat-
tering observables in addition to the well known underbind-
ing problem of the three-nucleon (3N) bound states. An ex-
ample of the discrepancies is that calculated nucleon and
deuteron vector analyzing powers are considerably smaller
than those measured in a low-energy region, say Ep
&20 MeV @2,3,9,11,13,16–18#. Another example of the dis-
crepancies is observed in the proton-deuteron (p-d) elastic
cross sections around the minima of angular distributions,
where the 2NF calculations underestimate the cross section
systematically, when compared to the measured ones at in-
termediate energies Ep5602150 MeV @4,7,12#. The latter
discrepancy has been solved by introducing a two-pion ex-
change three-nucleon force (2pE-3NF) with a cutoff param-
eter adjusted so as to reproduce the empirical binding energy
of the triton @19#. However, the introduction of the 3NF pro-
vides only a small effect on the former discrepancy, or some-
times gives rise to worse agreements with experimental data
on some spin observables @5–8,10,12,15#. We are, therefore,
still far from the final understanding of nuclear interactions
in the 3N system.
Since the difficulties are concerned with the spin observ-
ables, detailed investigations on the contribution of spin-
dependent interactions in the observables will be required for
improving the relevant interactions. Previously @20#, we have
analyzed the imaginary parts of neutron-deuteron (n-d) for-
ward scattering amplitudes, which are transformed into com-
binations of total cross sections for polarized or unpolarized
*Email address: ishikawa@i.hosei.ac.jp0556-2813/2002/66~4!/044005~15!/$20.00 66 0440beams and targets by the use of the optical theorem. By
decomposing the forward amplitudes according to their spin-
space properties and examining the contributions of spin-
dependent interactions to the components, we have suc-
ceeded in clarifying spin-dependent effects of the 3NF on
combinations of the total cross sections. Being encouraged
by such success, we will here develop the previous work to
the case of N-d spin observables at finite scattering angles.
As in Ref. @20#, we will examine the contribution of a par-
ticular spin-dependent interaction on the observables by tag-
ging ranks of related spin-space tensors on the scattering
amplitude as described below, and then will study which
observable characterizes the effect of the particular spin-
dependent interaction.
For the tagging, we will decompose scattering amplitudes
according to the tensorial property in the spin space. In such
decomposition, where we obtain scalar amplitude, vector
one, second-rank tensor one, and so on, each component
specified by the tensor rank will describe the scattering by
corresponding interactions: the scalar component will de-
scribe the scattering by central interactions, the vector one
the scattering by spin vector interactions such as spin-orbit
ones, and the second-rank tensor one the scattering by tensor
interactions. In the following section, such decomposition
of the scattering amplitude is performed in a model-
independent way by the invariant amplitude method @21#.
When the observables are described in terms of such de-
composed amplitudes, one will be able to identify the con-
tribution of the particular spin-dependent interaction by the
help of the associated tensor rank. However, full expressions
of the observables in terms of the decomposed scattering
amplitudes are rather complicated. In Sec. III, we will show
that the central interaction will dominate the scattering at low
energies. Then the observables are described rather simply in
an approximation neglecting second order terms of the vec-
tor and tensor amplitudes in the expressions. This approxi-
mation gives a clear insight into the role of each component
of the interaction and one can obtain the information on the©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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ponent. Utilizing the results, typical observables such as the
vector and tensor analyzing powers and spin correlation co-
efficients are fully analyzed by the Faddeev calculations in
Sec. IV. In the analyses, investigations are particularly fo-
cused on the contributions of 3NFs to the observables, which
include various spin effects and are decomposed into scalar
effects, vector ones, and tensor ones. The incident energy is
fixed to EN53 MeV, since at low energies below the deu-
teron breakup threshold, the Coulomb interaction can be
treated exactly in the Faddeev calculation @22#.
Matrix elements of a scattering T matrix in terms of the
invariant amplitudes are given in Appendix A, and formulas
of polarization transfer coefficients in the approximation are
given in Appendix B for the convenience of applications of
the theory.
II. T MATRIX AND TRANSITION AMPLITUDES
Let us describe a scattering T matrix M for the N-d scat-
tering by specifying the elements by the z component of the
deuteron spin nd and that of the nucleon spin nN as
M5S A B C D E FG H I J K LM N O P Q RR 2Q 2P O N 2M
L 2K 2J I H 2G
2F E D 2C 2B A
D , ~1!
where the row and column are designated by (nd51,nN
5 12 ), (nd51,nN52 12 ), (nd50,nN5 12 ), (nd50,nN52 12 ),
(nd521,nN5 12 ), (nd521,nN52 12 ) from left to right for
the initial state and from top to bottom for the final state.
These matrix elements will explicitly be described by scat-
tering amplitudes that have a particular tensorial property in
the spin space. For that purpose, we will decompose M by
spin-space tensors SKk , where K and k are the rank of the
tensor and its z component,
M5(
K
MK , MK5(
k
~2 !kSK2kRKk . ~2!
Here, RKk is the counter part, a tensor in the coordinate
space. Using Eq. ~2!, matrix elements of MK are given @21#
by
^nN8 nd8 ;kf uMKunNnd ;ki&
5(
sis f
~sNsdnNndusin i!~sNsdnN8 nd8us fn f !~2 !
s f 2n f
3~sis fn i2n f uKk! (
l i5K¯ 2K
K
@Cli~kˆ i!
^ Cl f 5K¯ 2l i~kˆ f !#k
KF~sis fKli!, ~3!04400where s is the spin of the related particle, ki (kf) is the N-d
relative momentum in the initial ~final! state, Clm(V)
5@4p/(2l11)#1/2Y lm(V), and K¯ 5K for even K and K¯
5K11 for odd K. The amplitude F(sis fKli) is called the
invariant amplitude due to the invariance under rotations of
the coordinate axes and is a function of the center of mass
energy and the scattering angle u . In Eq. ~3!, while the geo-
metrical part of the matrix element of SK2k is described by
the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients using the Wigner-Eckart
theorem and that of RKk is represented by @Cli(kˆ i)
^ Cl f(kˆ f)#k
K
, their physical parts are included in F(sis fKli),
which represents the scattering by spin-space scalar interac-
tions for K50, the one by vector interaction for K51, and
so on.
For the N-d scattering, in which si and s f are 12 or 32 , K
takes 0, 1, 2, and 3. For the components of the amplitude in
Eq. ~3!, we will denote the scalar amplitudes (K50), the
vector ones (K51), the tensor ones (K52), and the third-
rank tensor ones (K53) as follows:
U1[FS 12 12 00 D ,
U3[FS 32 32 00 D , ~4!
S1[@C1~kˆ i! ^ C1~kˆ f !#1
1FS 12 12 11D ,
S2[@C1~kˆ i! ^ C1~kˆ f !#1
1FS 32 12 11D ,
S3[@C1~kˆ i! ^ C1~kˆ f !#1
1FS 32 32 11 D ,
S4[@C1~kˆ i! ^ C1~kˆ f !#1
1FS 12 32 11D , ~5!
T1~k![(
l i
@Cli~kˆ i! ^ Cl f~kˆ f !#k
2FS 32 122l iD ,
T2~k![(
l i
@Cli~kˆ i! ^ Cl f~kˆ f !#k
2FS 12 322l iD ,
T3~k![(
l i
@Cli~kˆ i! ^ Cl f~kˆ f !#k
2FS 32 322l iD
~k50,1,2 !, ~6!
V~k![(
l i
@Cli~kˆ i! ^ Cl f~kˆ f !#k
3FS 32 323l iD
~k51,2,3 !. ~7!5-2
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state (si5s f5 12 ), U3 , S3 , T3(k), and V(k) describe those
in the spin quartet state (si5s f5 32 ), and S2 , S4 , T1(k), and
T2(k) describe the doublet-quartet nondiagonal transitions.
The time reversal theorem gives one relation,
S452S2 , ~8!
for the vector amplitudes, four relations between the nine
tensor amplitudes, and one relation between the three third-
rank tensor amplitudes, although latter five relations are not
used explicitly. These relations are equivalent to those given
for d13He scattering in Ref. @23#.
The matrix elements A , . . . ,R are described in terms of
the amplitudes U1 , . . . ,V(3), whose explicit expressions
are given in Appendix A. Solving Eqs. ~A1!–~A18! in Ap-
pendix A inversely, we get the amplitudes U1 , . . . ,V(3) in
terms of A , . . . ,R as follows:
U15
2A2
3 H2
2
3 I2
2
3 N1
A2
3 O ,
U35A1
1
3 H1
A2
3 I1
A2
3 N1
2
3 O ,
S15
1
3 ~
A2J22K2P1A2Q !, ~9!
S252
1
6 ~3
A2G23M12J1A2K2A2P2Q !,
S35
1
3A10
~3B13A2C23G23A2M
12A2J12K14P12A2Q !,
S452
1
6 ~3
A2B23C1J2A2K1A2P22Q !, ~10!
T1~0 !52
2
3 H2
2A2
3 I1
A2
3 N1
2
3 O ,
T2~0 !5
2
3 H2
A2
3 I1
2A2
3 N2
2
3 O ,
T3~0 !5A2
1
3 H2
A2
3 I2
A2
3 N2
2
3 O , ~11!
T1~1 !52
1
2A3
~A2G2M22J2A2K1A2P1Q !,
T2~1 !5
1
2A3
~A2B2C2J1A2K2A2P12Q !,04400T3~1 !52
1
A6
~B1A2C1G1A2M !, ~12!
T1~2 !52
1
A3
~A2L2R !,
T2~2 !52
1
A3
~D2A2E !,
T3~2 !5
1
A6
~A2D1E1L1A2R !, ~13!
V~1 !5
1
A15
~B1A2C2G2A2M2A2J2K22P2A2Q !,
V~2 !5
1
A6
~L1A2R2A2D2E !,
V~3 !5F . ~14!
Intrinsic third-rank tensor interactions are unknown and
possible third-rank tensor amplitudes may arise from higher
orders of the vector and tensor interactions, which is sup-
posed to have small contributions to the scattering. Then the
third-rank tensor amplitudes will be neglected in later appli-
cations for simplicity.
When effective interactions are introduced by a N-d two-
body model, one can directly relate the amplitude U j ,
T j(k50,1,2), and S j to the components of the model inter-
actions, i.e., central ones, tensor ones, and spin-orbit ones.
The example of the relation is given in Ref. @20#. Then the
analyses in the following sections can be represented in
terms of such effective interactions when necessary.
III. ANALYSES OF INVARIANT AMPLITUDES
In the present work, we have calculated the scattering
amplitudes by solving the Faddeev equation in the coordi-
nate space @24# with the Argonne V 18 model ~AV18! @25# for
the input 2NF. The Coulomb interaction is included for the
p-d scattering by the method described in Ref. @22#. The 3N
partial wave states for which the 2NF acts are restricted to
those with total two-nucleon angular momenta up to 2, and
the total 3N angular momentum is truncated at 19/2. The
accuracy of our calculations is examined by the comparison
with variational calculations for the AV18 2NF with the pair
correlated hyperspherical harmonics basis @26#, whose re-
sults of the AV14 2NF @27# are considered as benchmarks for
the n-d scattering @28# and the p-d scattering @29#. The
agreement of the phase-shift parameters by both methods are
found within a few percent deviation for all of thirty phase-
shift parameters up to the 5/22 state @22#.
Calculated binding energy of the triton for the AV18 is
7.51 MeV, which is small compared to the empirical value of
8.48 MeV. An additional contribution of the 2pE-3NF is
investigated by using the Brazil model ~BR! @30#, which5-3
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amplitudes U1 , U3 , S1 , S2, and S3 are shown in
~a!, and those of T1(k), T2(k), and T3(k) for
k50,1,2 are shown in ~b!. The curves are the
Faddeev calculations with the AV18 for the n-d
scattering at En53 MeV.gives 8.44 MeV for the triton binding energy in combination
with AV18 ~AV181BR!. Furthermore, we introduce two
kinds of phenomenological models of the 3NF. One is for the
study of the role of the central force part of the BR-3NF,
which is simulated by a Gaussian type ~GS! @14# as
VGS-3NF5V0
G (
iÞ jÞk
expH 2S r ji
rG
D 22S rki
rG
D 2J . ~15!
Values of the parameters, which are determined so as to re-
produce the empirical triton binding energy of 8.48 MeV in
combination with AV18 ~AV181GS!, are rG51.0 fm and
V0
G5245 MeV. The other model of 3NF is the spin-orbit
~SO! 3NF @31#, which is adopted as an example of new spin
vector interactions to account for the discrepancy in the vec-
tor analyzing powers,
VSO-3NF5
1
2 W0exp$2ar%(i, j @ li j~si1sj!#Pˆ 11 , ~16!
with r25 23 (r122 1r232 1r312 ) and Pˆ 11 is the projection operator
to the spin and isospin triplet state of the pair (i , j). For this
interaction several parameter sets are suggested in Ref. @31#,
among which we take a51.5 fm21 and W05220 MeV.
The SO-3NF gives a repulsive effect on the triton binding
energy. The resultant binding energy for the SO-3NF with
the BR-3NF ~AV181BR1SO! is 8.39 MeV.
We first calculate the magnitudes of the scalar, vector, and
tensor amplitudes, for which the contributions of the 3NF are
examined. Figure 1 shows as functions of the scattering
angle the squares of the absolute magnitudes of the ampli-
tudes, U1 , U3 , S1 , S2 , S3 , T1(k), T2(k), and T3(k) (k
50,1,2), obtained by the Faddeev calculation without the
3NF for the n-d scattering at En53 MeV. There the magni-
tude of the quartet scattering amplitude U3 is much larger
than that of the doublet scattering amplitude U1. Among the
three vector amplitudes, the magnitude of the quartet scatter-
ing amplitude S3 is much larger than other two, those of the
doublet scattering S1 and the doublet-quartet nondiagonal04400transition amplitude S2. The magnitude of S2 is larger than
that of S1. They have similar shapes in the angular distribu-
tion which have maxima around u590°. The absolute
squares of the tensor amplitudes, T1(0), T2(0), and T3(0)
show similar angular dependence in a global sense. Other
tensor amplitudes also have common characteristics in the
angular distributions for k51 and k52, respectively, al-
though in less grades than for k50. These properties of the
vector and tensor amplitudes reflect the specific characters of
the u dependent factors in Eqs. ~5! and ~6!, since the u de-
pendence of F(sis fKli) is weak at the present incident en-
ergy.
The contributions of the 3NFs on the n-d scattering am-
plitudes are shown in Fig. 2, where we have displayed the
ratio of the magnitude of each amplitude calculated with the
3NF to that of the amplitude calculated without any 3NF. In
the figure, the amplitude U3 is little affected by the 3NFs,
while U1 receives large contributions from the BR-3NF as
well as from the GS-3NF. The SO-3NF provides very small
contributions to U1. In more detail, the contribution of the
BR-3NF to U1 is considered to be mostly due to the central
part of the interaction, because the magnitude and the angu-
lar distribution of the contribution are very similar to those
of the GS-3NF. The vector amplitudes, S1 , S2, and S3, are
influenced by the 3NFs, and particularly the SO-3NF pro-
duces large contributions to S2 and S3. The 3NF-effects on
the tensor amplitudes are examined, for example, for the spin
quartet scattering, where T3(0) and T3(1) are considerably
affected by the BR-3NF but are very little affected by the
GS-3NF or by the SO-3NF. The amplitude T3(2) is hardly
affected by any 3NF studied. Such properties of the ampli-
tudes will be reflected on the observables in the analyses in
the following section.
IV. ANALYSES OF OBSERVABLES
In the preceding section, we observed that the scalar am-
plitudes are larger in magnitude than the vector and tensor
amplitudes at the low energy. In this section, analytical ex-5-4
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plitudes in the n-d scattering at En53 MeV are
shown by the ratio of the magnitude calculated
with a 3NF to that without it for the scalar am-
plitudes ~a!, for the vector amplitudes ~b!, and for
the tensor amplitudes in the spin quartet scatter-
ing with k50,1,2 ~c!. The solid curves denote
the calculations for AV181BR, the dashed curves
for AV181GS, and the dotted curves for AV18
1BR1SO.aminations of N-d observables will be carried out in an ap-
proximation where we neglect the second order terms of the
vector and tensor amplitudes in the observables. The results
by this approximation, which we call the scalar amplitude
dominance ~SAD! approximation, are used as the guidelines
for the numerical analyses of the observables with N-d am-
plitudes provided by the Faddeev calculations @22#.
A. Differential cross section
The unpolarized differential cross section s(u) is ex-
pressed as
s~u!5
1
6 NR , ~17!
where NR is defined as
NR5Tr~MM†!, ~18!
and the factor 6 arises from the spin average in the initial
state.
In the SAD approximation, NR is given by
NR5uU1u21uU3u2. ~19!
Differences between fully calculated differential cross
sections and those in the SAD approximation are less
than 1%.
B. Vector analyzing powers
The vector analyzing powers of the proton and the deu-
teron, Ay and iT11 , are defined as
Ay5
1
NR
Tr~MsyM†!, ~20!
iT115
i
NR
Tr~Mt11M†!, ~21!04400where t1152(A3/2)(tx1ity) and tx and ty are the x and y
components of the spin vector operator of the deuteron.
In the SAD approximation,
Ay5
4
3NR
ImH U1S 2 1A2 S112S2D *
1U3SA2S21A52S3D *J , ~22!
iT115
1
NR
A23Im$U1~2S12A2S2!*1U3~2S21A5S3!*%.
~23!
These equations show that the scalar amplitudes and the vec-
tor ones dominantly govern the vector analyzing powers.
First we will numerically examine the validity of the SAD
approximation in the vector analyzing powers, by comparing
Eqs. ~22! and ~23! with the exact calculations. Figure 3
shows the comparison where the SAD approximation works
very well, indicating the contributions of the neglected terms
to be small. Therefore the approximation will have sufficient
accuracy to obtain the guidelines for further calculations.
Next, we will examine the contributions of the related
interactions in detail. Since the magnitude of U3 is much
larger than that of U1 as seen in Fig. 1, one can expect the
dominant contribution to the vector analyzing powers to
arise from the U3 terms of Eqs. ~22! and ~23!, which are
accompanied by two vector amplitudes S2 and S3. To extract
the contribution of one of these amplitudes, we will elimi-
nate the other by considering a linear combination of Ay and
iT11 : the contribution of S2 will be enhanced by the combi-
nation Ay2(2/A3)iT11 and that of S3 by the combination
Ay1(4/A3)iT11 . Considering these features, we will inves-
tigate for the p-d scattering the contribution of the 2NF and
the corrections due to the 3NF to the analyzing powers
where the SO-3NF produces the dominant correction. As
seen in Fig. 4, the Faddeev calculation with the AV18 does
not reproduce the measured Ay and iT11 , while the calcula-5-5
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tons Ay and deuterons iT11 for the p-d scattering
at Ep53 MeV by the exact calculations ~solid
curves! and by the SAD approximation ~dashed
curves! for AV18.tion that includes the SO-3NF improves very much the
agreement with the data for both of Ay and iT11 due to the
large contribution of the SO-3NF to the amplitudes S2 and
S3 as seen in Fig. 2. In the figure, the calculations are com-
pared with the data for the combinations Ay1(4/A3)iT11
and Ay2(2/A3)iT11 obtained from those of Ay and iT11 ,
where the SO-3NF reproduces quite well the data of the
former combination but the data of the latter are not suffi-
ciently reproduced by the calculation, although the improve-
ment of the agreement with the latter data is appreciable for
the SO-3NF contribution. This means that the SO-3NF does
not describe the amplitude S2 sufficiently. Since the magni-
tude of S2 is much smaller than that of S3 as seen in Fig. 1,
the inadequacy of the contribution of S2 is masked by the
contribution of S3 in Ay and iT11 . Then, the linear combina-
tions proposed here will provide more refined tests of the
spin vector interaction than the analyzing powers them-
selves, at such low energies.04400C. Spin correlation coefficients
In the previous paper @20#, we have investigated the total
cross sections of the n-d scattering for the unpolarized neu-
tron and deuteron, for the transversal polarizations where the
polarizations of the neutron and the deuteron are perpendicu-
lar to the z axis, and for the longitudinal polarizations where
the polarizations of the neutron and the deuteron are parallel
to the z axis, and have shown that linear combinations of
these cross sections give information on U1(u50) and
U3(u50), separately. To extend this idea to finite angles, we
will investigate the spin correlation coefficients defined as
Ca ,b5
1
NR
Tr~MtasbM†!. ~24!
The spin correlation coefficient for the transversal polar-
izations will representatively be described by the average of
Cx ,x and Cy ,y , which is given in the SAD approximation asFIG. 4. Comparison of the Faddeev calcula-
tions and experimental data @3# for ~a! the proton
vector analyzing power Ay , ~b! the deuteron vec-
tor analyzing power iT11 , ~c! Ay1(4/A3)iT11 ,
and ~d! Ay2(2/A3)iT11 in the p-d scattering at
Ep53 MeV. The solid curves denote the calcula-
tions for AV18, the dashed curves for AV181BR,
and the dotted curves for AV181BR1SO. For ~c!
and ~d!, quasiexperimental data made by fitting
the experimental data of Ay and iT11 in Ref. @3#
are plotted with the error bars.5-6
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coefficients for vector polarizations of deuterons.
The calculated (Cx ,x1Cy ,y1Cz ,z12)s(u)/3 and
2(Cx ,x1Cy ,y1Cz ,z21)s(u)/3 are shown for
the n-d and p-d scattering at EN53 MeV in ~a!
and ~b!, respectively, where the dashed curves de-
note the calculations for AV18, the solid curves
for AV181BR, and the dotted curves for AV18
1GS. See the text for the points with error bars.1
2 ~Cx ,x1Cy ,y!5
1
2NR
ReH 2 43 uU1u21 23 uU3u2
2
2A2
3 U1
*T1~0 !1
2
3 U3
*T2~0 !
2
4
3 U3
*T3~0 !J ~25!
and the spin correlation coefficient for the longitudinal po-
larization Cz ,z in the SAD approximation is given by
Cz ,z5
1
NR
ReH 2 23 uU1u21 13 uU3u21 2A23 U1*T1~0 !
2
2
3 U3
*T2~0 !1
4
3 U3
*T3~0 !J . ~26!
These results suggest that one can get 22uU1u21uU3u2 in
terms of the spin correlation observables by taking a linear
combination of Eqs. ~25! and ~26!. Further, by using the
unpolarized differential cross section s(u), we get
uU1u2522~Cx ,x1Cy ,y1Cz ,z21 !s~u! ~27!
and
uU3u252~Cx ,x1Cy ,y1Cz ,z12 !s~u!, ~28!
where we have used Eqs. ~17! and ~18! with Eq. ~19!.
For both of the p-d and n-d scattering, 2 32 (Cx ,x1Cy ,y
1Cz ,z21)s(u) and 32 (Cx ,x1Cy ,y1Cz ,z12)s(u) obtained
by the full calculations are displayed in Fig. 5. These quan-
tities describe 16 uU1u2 and 16 uU3u2, respectively, in the SAD
approximation and we see again that uU3u2 is much larger
than uU1u2 for the n-d scattering as in Fig. 1 and also for the
p-d scattering except for small angles where the Coulomb
interaction dominates. The contributions of the BR-3NF and
the GS-3NF are displayed in the figure, where one can see04400that the contributions are remarkable in uU1u2 but not in
uU3u2 and the GS-3NF is a good simulation of the scalar part
of the BR-3NF. Such 3NF contributions will experimentally
be examined by measuring the cross section and the spin
correlation coefficients.
In Fig. 5~b!, we plot the data of approximate doublet cross
sections obtained by
s1~u![s
exp~u!2
1
6 uU3
calu2, ~29!
where the experimental data in Ref. @2# are used for sexp(u)
and the results of the AV181BR calculation for U3
cal
. Since
the amplitude U3 is little affected by the 3NFs as observed in
Fig. 2, the use of another calculation for U3
cal produces es-
sentially the same results. The theoretical prediction of
2 13 (Cx ,x1Cy ,y1Cz ,z21)s(u) agrees well with the data
s1(u) up to u;120° when the 3NF is included, showing the
3NF contribution to be indispensable to describe the doublet
scattering.
The remarkable effect of the 3NF on U1 is related to the
effect on the triton binding energy, as will be understood by
the characteristic that the doublet scattering amplitudes at
low energies are governed by a position of the 3N bound
state pole @14#. Then it will be important to confirm such
theoretical predictions of the characteristics of the n-d cen-
tral interaction by the experimental measurements to fully
understand the role of the scalar part of the 2pE-3NF at low
energies. Other combinations of Cx ,x , Cy ,y , and Cz ,z will be
discussed later together with tensor analyzing powers.
Further, we will examine Cx ,z and Cz ,x as other examples
of the spin correlation coefficients for the vector polariza-
tions of the nucleon and the deuteron. Generally, the contri-
butions of the vector amplitudes and those of the tensor ones
will be mixed up in these coefficients. However, their effects
are separated from each other by considering their linear
combinations. In fact, in the SAD approximation,5-7
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tion coefficients Cxy ,x and Cyz ,z , and their linear
combinations Cxy ,x1Cyz ,z and Cxy ,x2Cyz ,z for
the p-d scattering at Ep53 MeV. The dashed
curves denote the calculations for AV18, the solid
curves for AV181BR, and the dotted curves for
AV181BR1SO.Cx ,z1Cz ,x5
2
A3NR
Re$22U1*T1~1 !1A2U3*T2~1 !
22T3~1 !%, ~30!
Cx ,z2Cz ,x52
2A2
NR
Re$~A2U12U3!*S2%. ~31!
The combination Cx ,z1Cz ,x consists of the scalar amplitudes
and the tensor ones and will reflect the contributions of the
central interactions and the tensor ones. On the contrary, the
combination Cx ,z2Cz ,x will describe the contributions of the
central interactions and the spin vector interactions. The
former quantity will be investigated by considering further
combinations with tensor analyzing powers. The latter quan-
tity will exhibit the contribution of the SO-3NF to the vector
amplitude S2, since U1 is small and U3 is insensitive to the
3NF.
Next we will investigate Cxy ,x and Cyz ,z as examples of
the spin correlation coefficients due to the tensor polariza-
tions of the deuteron. In the SAD approximation,
Cxy ,x1Cyz ,z5
3
2 Cyy ,y5
2
NR
ImH 2U1~2A2S11S2!*
1U3S 2 1A2 S21A25S3D *J , ~32!
Cxy ,x2Cyz ,z52S Cxx ,y1 12 Cyy ,y D
5
2A3
NR
ImH U1T1~1 !*1 1A2 U3T2~1 !*J .
~33!
Due to Eqs. ~32! and ~33!, Cxy ,x1Cyz ,z characterizes the
contribution of the vector amplitudes and Cxy ,x2Cyz ,z that
of the tensor ones. Further it is expected that the SO-3NF04400contributes to the former quantity through the vector ampli-
tudes S2 and S3 and the BR-3NF to the latter through the
tensor amplitude T2(1), since the magnitude of U1 is small
compared to that of U3 and U3 is hardly affected by the 3NF.
In Fig. 6, the calculated Cxy ,x and Cyz ,z and their linear
combinations, Cxy ,x1Cyz ,z and Cxy ,x2Cyz ,z for the p-d
scattering are displayed for the three kinds of interactions,
AV18, AV181BR, and AV181BR1SO. In the calculated
Cxy ,x and Cyz ,z , the vector effect of the SO-3NF and the
tensor effect of the BR-3NF are actually mixed up as seen in
the left panel of Fig. 6. However, in the right panel of Fig. 6,
they are clearly separated from each other, that is, the effect
of the SO-3NF appears in Cxy ,x1Cyz ,z but not in Cxy ,x
2Cyz ,z , while the effect of the BR-3NF appears in the latter
combination but not in the former one. These characteristics
are consistent with the theoretical prediction by Eqs. ~32!
and ~33!. Therefore, measurements of these spin correlation
coefficients will be useful to identify the contributions of
these 3NF, separately.
D. Tensor analyzing powers of deuterons
Tensor analyzing powers of the deuteron T2k (k50,1,2)
are defined by
T2k5
1
NR
Tr~Mt2kM†!, ~34!
where t2k is the spin tensor operator of the deuteron with the
z component k . In the SAD approximation,
T2k5
1
NR
Re$22U1*T1~k!1A2U3*T2~k!1T3~k!%.
~35!
Then, the tensor analyzing powers represent the contribu-
tions of the scalar amplitudes and the tensor ones. However,
the tensor amplitudes are influenced by the tensor part of the
BR-3NF, as shown in Fig. 2, where the magnitudes of T3(0)
and T3(1) are affected by the 3NF at most angles, while the
magnitude of T3(2) is not. Such 3NF effects can be ex-5-8
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powers and the spin correlation coefficients. Using Eqs. ~25!
and ~26!, we get in the SAD approximation,
1
A2
~Cx ,x1Cy ,y!2A2Cz ,z
5
1
NR
Re$22U1*T1~0 !1A2U3*T2~0 !22T3~0 !%.
~36!
From Eqs. ~35! and ~36!, we obtain
T202
1
A2
~Cx ,x1Cy ,y!1A2Cz ,z5
3A2
NR
ReU3*T3~0 !.
~37!
Relations similar to Eq. ~37! are derived for the tensor am-
plitudes T3(1) and T3(2) in the SAD approximation,
T212
A3
2 ~Cx ,z1Cz ,x!5
3A2
NR
ReU3*T3~1 !, ~38!
T221
A3
2 ~Cx ,x2Cy ,y!5
3A2
NR
ReU3*T3~2 !. ~39!
Since U3 is insensitive to the 3NF, the right hand sides of
Eqs. ~37!, ~38!, and ~39! will reflect the tensor effect of the
BR-3NF on T3(0), T3(1), and T3(2) shown in Fig. 2. To
eliminate the 3NF effect on NR , we will show the calculated
@T202(1/A2)(Cx ,x1Cy ,y)1A2Cz ,z#s(u), @T212(A3/2)
3(Cx ,z1Cz ,x)#s(u), and @T221(A3/2)(Cx ,x2Cy ,y)#s(u)
in Fig. 7. The figure shows the 3NF tensor effects to be
consistent with the characteristics of the effects on tensor
amplitudes in Fig. 2. That is, the 3NF tensor effect is small
but finite in ReU3*T3(0) and ReU3*T3(1), while the ef-
fect is almost negligible in ReU3*T3(2). These features can
be examined by measuring the cross section and the spin
correlation coefficients and such measurements will be im-
portant to determine the contribution of the 2NF tensor in-
teractions and the 3NF tensor effect in the scattering, since
T3(0), T3(1), and T3(2) form a complete set of the tensor
amplitude in the spin quartet scattering.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have proposed some combinations of the scattering
observables for obtaining the detailed information on the
contributions of the 2NF and various models of the 3NF.
Since each combination characterizes the contribution of a
particular interaction, measurements of these quantities will
provide clear tests for the validity of the interaction.
The numerical investigations are particularly focused on
the contributions of the 2pE-3NF and the SO-3NF. As is
well-known the 2pE-3NF provides an indispensable contri-
bution to the triton binding energy, and by the present analy-
ses it turns out that this 3NF effect produces clear contribu-
tions to the spin doublet scalar amplitude in the N-d04400scattering, which can be examined by measuring the cross
section and some spin correlation coefficients. Further, the
Faddeev calculations clarify that the 2pE-3NF contributes
also as the tensor interaction to the tensor amplitudes in the
spin quartet scattering. These 3NF effects will be criticized
by comparing with experimental data when the related ob-
servables are measured. The SO-3NF produces the remark-
able contribution to the vector amplitudes in the quartet scat-
tering and also in the doublet-quartet nondiagonal transition.
This improves the calculated vector analyzing powers of the
proton and the deuteron successfully, although the agreement
with the experimental data transformed for the nondiagonal
transition is not so good as that for the spin quartet scatter-
ing.
The SAD approximation is useful to find the suitable
combination of the spin observables for the examination of a
particular interaction. In the present investigation, the ana-
lyzing powers and the spin correlation coefficients are cho-
sen as the spin observables. However, polarization transfer
FIG. 7. Effects of 3NFs on tensor amplitudes in the p-d scatter-
ing at Ep53 MeV. The quantities, @T202(1/A2)(Cx ,x1Cy ,y)
1A2Cz ,z#s(u), @T212(A3/2)(Cx ,z1Cz ,x)#s(u), and @T22
1(A3/2)(Cx ,x2Cy ,y)#s(u) ~see text! are shown in ~a!, ~b!, and ~c!,
respectively. The dashed curves denote the calculations for AV18,
the solid curves for AV181BR, and the dotted curves for AV18
1GS. The dashed curves and the dotted curves are overlapped al-
most completely in ~a! and ~b!, and the three kinds of curves cannot
be identified to each other in ~c!.5-9
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interaction. For the convenience of such applications, we
will give in Appendix B the formulas of the polarization
transfer coefficients in the SAD approximation, which will
be useful in finding suitable combinations for testing of the
validity of particular interactions.
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APPENDIX A: MATRIX ELEMENTS OF M IN TERMS OF
THE INVARIANT AMPLITUDES
The matrix elements A , . . . ,R in Eq. ~1! are described by
the invariant amplitudes U1 , . . . ,V(k) as follows:
A5
1
2 @U31T3~0 !# , ~A1!
B5
1
A6
@T2~1 !2T3~1 !#2
1
A2
S41
1
A10
S31
1
A15
V~1 !,
~A2!
C52
1
A3
S 12 T2~1 !1T3~1 ! D1 12 S41 1A5 S31A 215V~1 !,
~A3!
D5
1
A3
@2T2~2 !1T3~2 !2V~2 !# , ~A4!
E5
1
A6
@2T2~2 !1T3~2 !2V~2 !# , ~A5!
F5V~3 !, ~A6!
G52
1
A6
@T1~1 !1T3~1 !#2
1
A2
S22
1
A10
S32
1
A15
V~1 !,
~A7!
H5
A2
3 U11
1
6 U31
1
6 @22T1~0 !12T2~0 !2T3~0 !# ,
~A8!
I52
1
3 U11
1
3A2
U32
1
3A2
@2T1~0 !1T2~0 !1T3~0 !# ,
~A9!044005J5
1
2A3
@2T1~1 !2T2~1 !#1
A2
3 S1
2
1
6 S42
1
3 S21
2
3A5
S32A 215V~1 !, ~A10!
K5
1
A6
@T1~1 !1T2~1 !#2
2
3 S11
1
3A2
~S42S2!
1
A2
3A5
S32
1
A15
V~1 !, ~A11!
L5
1
A6
@22T1~2 !1T3~2 !1V~2 !# , ~A12!
M5
1
2A3
@T1~1 !22T3~1 !#1
1
2 S22
1
A5
S32A 215V~1 !,
~A13!
N5
1
3A2
@2A2U11U31T1~0 !12T2~0 !2T3~0 !# ,
~A14!
O5
1
3 S 1A2 U11U31T1~0 !2T2~0 !2T3~0 !D ,
~A15!
P52
1
A6
@T1~1 !1T2~1 !#2
1
3 S11
1
3A2
~2S41S2!
1
2A2
3A5
S32
2
A15
V~1 !, ~A16!
Q5 1
2A3
@2T1~1 !12T2~1 !#1
1
6 ~2
A2S112S41S2!
1
2
3A5
S32A 215V~1 !, ~A17!
R5
1
A3
@T1~2 !1T3~2 !#1
1
A3
V~2 !. ~A18!
APPENDIX B: POLARIZATION TRANSFER
COEFFICIENTS IN THE SAD APPROXIMATION
1. Deuteron vector to nucleon transfers
The polarization transfer coefficient is defined as
Ka
b~d-n !5
1
NR
Tr~MtaM†sb!. ~B1!
Define X1 , Y 1(k50,1,2), and Z1 by-10
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2
3 uU1u
21
5
3 uU3u
22
4A2
3 Re~U1U3
*!, ~B2!
Y 1~k![
A2
3 ReH U1T1~k!24T2~k!12T3~k!*
1A2U3S T1~k!1 12 T2~k!12T3~k! D *J ,
~B3!
Z1[ReH ~A2U12U3!S S11 52A2 S21A52S3D *J .
~B4!
Then we get
Kx
x~d-n !1Ky
y~d-n !5
2
3NR
@X12Y 1~0 !# , ~B5!
Kz
z~d-n !5
1
3NR
@X112Y 1~0 !# , ~B6!
Kx
x~d-n !2Ky
y~d-n !5
2A2
A3NR
Y 1~2 !, ~B7!
Kz
x~d-n !1Kx
z~d-n !52
2A2
A3NR
Y 1~1 !, ~B8!
Kz
x~d-n !2Kx
z~d-n !5
8
9NR
Z1 . ~B9!
2. Nucleon to deuteron vector transfers
The polarization transfer coefficient is defined as
Ka
b~n-d !5
1
NR
Tr~MsaM†tb!. ~B10!
Define X2 , Y 2(k50,1,2), and Z2 as
X2[X1 , ~B11!
Y 2~k![
A2
3 ReH U14T1~k!2T2~k!12T3~k!*
1A2U3S 2 12 T1~k!2T2~k!12T3~k! D *J ,
~B12!
Z2[Z1 . ~B13!
Then we get
Kx
x~n-d !1Ky
y~n-d !5
2
3NR
@X22Y 2~0 !# , ~B14!044005Kz
z~n-d !5
1
3NR
@X212Y 2~0 !# , ~B15!
Kx
x~n-d !2Ky
y~n-d !5
2A2
A3NR
Y 2~2 !, ~B16!
Kz
x~n-d !1Kx
z~n-d !52
2A2
A3NR
Y 2~1 !, ~B17!
Kz
x~n-d !2Kx
z~n-d !5
8
9NR
Z2 . ~B18!
3. Deuteron tensor to nucleon transfers
The polarization transfer coefficient is defined as
Kab
g ~d-n !5
1
NR
Tr~MtabM†sg!. ~B19!
Define X3 , Y 3(k50,1,2), and Z3 as
X3[0, ~B20!
Y 3~k![
2
A3
ImH U1T1~k!22T3~k!*
1A2U3S T1~k!1 32 T2~k!1T3~k! D *J ,
~B21!
Z3[ImH U1S S22 2A5 S3D *
22U3S S11 32A2 S22A25S3D *J . ~B22!
Then we get
Kxx
y ~d-n !2Kyy
y ~d-n !5
1
NR
@2Y 3~1 !22Z3# , ~B23!
Kxx
y ~d-n !1Kyy
y ~d-n !5
1
NR
S 2Y 3~1 !1 23 Z3D , ~B24!
Kxy
z ~d-n !5
1
NR
Y 3~2 !, ~B25!
Kyz
z ~d-n !5
1
NR
S 2 12 Y 3~1 !1Z3D , ~B26!
Kyz
x ~d-n !2Kxz
y ~d-n !52
1
NR
A32Y 3~0 !. ~B27!-11
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 transfers
The polarization transfer coefficient is defined as
Ka
bg~n-d !5
1
NR
Tr~MsaM†tbg!. ~B28!
Define X4 , Y 4(k50,1,2), and Z4 as
X4[0, ~B29!
Y 4~k![
2
A3
ImH U1T2~k!12T3~k!*
1A2U3S 32 T1~k!1T2~k!2T3~k! D *J ,
~B30!
Z4[Z3 . ~B31!
Then we get
Ky
xx~n-d !2Ky
yy~n-d !5
1
NR
@2Y 4~1 !22Z4# , ~B32!
Ky
xx~n-d !1Ky
yy~n-d !5
1
NR
S 2Y 4~1 !1 23 Z4D , ~B33!
Kz
xy~n-d !5
1
NR
Y 4~2 !, ~B34!
Kz
yz~n-d !5
1
NR
S 2 12 Y 4~1 !1Z4D , ~B35!
Kx
yz~n-d !1Ky
xz~n-d !52Kz
xy~n-d !, ~B36!
Kx
yz~n-d !2Ky
xz~n-d !52
1
NR
A32Y 4~0 !. ~B37!
5. Deuteron vector to deuteron vector transfers
The polarization transfer coefficient is defined as
Ka
b~d-d !5
1
NR
Tr~MtaM†tb!. ~B38!
Define X5 , Y 5(k50,1,2), and Z5 as
X5[
4
3 uU1u
21
5
3 uU3u
21
2A2
3 Re~U1U3
*!, ~B39!
Y 5~k![
4
3ReHA2U1S T1~k!2T2~k!1 12 T3~k! D *
1
1
2 U3T1~k!2T2~k!24T3~k!*J , ~B40!044005Z5[
4A2
9 ReH U1S 4S112A2S21A52S3D *
2U3S 1A2 S115S22A5S3D *J . ~B41!
Then we get
Kx
x~d-d !1Ky
y~d-d !5
1
NR
S 23 X51 13 Y 5~0 ! D , ~B42!
Kx
x~d-d !2Ky
y~d-d !52
1
NR
A23Y 5~2 !, ~B43!
Kx
z~d-d !1Kz
x~d-d !5
1
NR
A23Y 5~1 !, ~B44!
Kx
z~d-d !2Kz
x~d-d !5
1
NR
Z5 , ~B45!
Kz
z~d-d !5
1
3NR
@X52Y 5~0 !# . ~B46!
6. Deuteron vector to deuteron tensor transfers
The polarization transfer coefficient is defined as
Ka
bg~d-d !5
1
NR
Tr~MtaM†tbg!. ~B47!
Define X6 , Y 6(k50,1,2), and Z6 as
X6[0, ~B48!
Y 6~k![A23Im$A2U12T2~k!1T3~k!*
1U323T1~k!1T2~k!12T3~k!*%,
~B49!
Z6[ImH U1S 2S22 1A5 S3D *2U3S S11 2A2A5 S3D *J .
~B50!
Then we get
Ky
xx~d-d !1Ky
yy~d-d !5
1
NR
FY 6~1 !2 23 Z6G , ~B51!
Ky
xx~d-d !2Ky
yy~d-d !5
1
NR
@Y 6~1 !12Z6# , ~B52!
Kx
xy~d-d !52
1
2 @Ky
xx~d-d !2Ky
yy~d-d !# , ~B53!-12
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xz~d-d !1Kx
yz~d-d !5
1
NR
Y 6~2 !, ~B54!
Ky
xz~d-d !2Kx
yz~d-d !52
1
NR
A32Y 6~0 !, ~B55!
Kz
xy~d-d !52
1
NR
Y 6~2 !, ~B56!
Kz
yz~d-d !5
1
NR
S 12 Y 6~1 !2Z6D . ~B57!
7. Deuteron tensor to deuteron vector transfers
The polarization transfer coefficient is defined as
Kab
g ~d-d !5
1
NR
Tr~MtabM†tg!. ~B58!
Define X7 , Y 7(k50,1,2), and Z7 as
X7[0, ~B59!
Y 7~k![A23Im$A2U12T1~k!2T3~k!*
1U3T1~k!23T2~k!22T3~k!*%, ~B60!
Z7[Z6 . ~B61!
Then we get
Kxx
y ~d-d !1Kyy
y ~d-d !5
1
NR
S Y 7~1 !2 23 Z7D , ~B62!
Kxx
y ~d-d !2Kyy
y ~d-d !5
1
NR
@Y 7~1 !12Z7# , ~B63!
Kxy
x ~d-d !52
1
2 @Kxx
y ~d-d !2Kyy
y ~d-d !# , ~B64!
Kxz
y ~d-d !1Kyz
x ~d-d !52Kxy
z ~d-d !5
1
NR
Y 7~2 !,
~B65!
Kxz
y ~d-d !2Kyz
x ~d-d !52
1
NR
A32Y 7~0 !, ~B66!
Kyz
z ~d-d !5
1
NR
S 12 Y 7~1 !2Z7D . ~B67!
8. Nucleon to nucleon transfers
The polarization transfer coefficient is defined as
Ka
b~n-n !5
1
NR
Tr~MsaM†sb!. ~B68!044005Define X8 , Y 8(k50,1,2), and Z8 as
X8[
1
3 uU1u
21
5
3 uU3u
21
8A2
3 Re~U1U3
*!, ~B69!
Y 8~k![
4
3Re$~
A2U12U3!@T1~k!2T2~k!12T3~k!#*%,
~B70!
Z8[
8
9ReH U1SA12S112S212A5S3D *
2U3S 2S125A2S22A52S3D *J . ~B71!
Then we get
Kx
x~n-n !2Ky
y~n-n !52
1
NR
A23Y 8~2 !, ~B72!
Kx
x~n-n !1Ky
y~n-n !5
1
NR
S 23 X81 13 Y 8~0 ! D , ~B73!
Kz
z~n-n !5
1
3NR
@X82Y 8~0 !# , ~B74!
Kx
z~n-n !1Kz
x~n-n !5
1
NR
A23Y 8~1 !, ~B75!
Kx
z~n-n !2Kz
x~n-n !5
1
NR
Z8 . ~B76!
9. Deuteron tensor to deuteron tensor transfers
The polarization transfer coefficient is defined as
Kab
gd ~d-d !5
1
NR
Tr~MtabM†tgd!. ~B77!
Define X9 , Y 9(k50,1,2), and Z9 as
X9[
1
2 uU3u
21A2Re~U1U3*!, ~B78!
Y 9~k![Re$A2U1T3~k!*2U3~T1~k!2T2~k!!*%,
~B79!
Z9[ReH 3A5 U1S3*1U3S S12A2S21A25S3D *J .
~B80!
Then we get
Kzz
zz~d-d !5@Kxx
xx~d-d !1Kxx
yy~d-d !#1@Kyy
xx~d-d !1Kyy
yy~d-d !#
5
2
NR
@X92Y 9~0 !# , ~B81!-13
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xx~d-d !1Kxx
yy~d-d !#1@Kyy
xx~d-d !1Kyy
yy~d-d !#
5
2A6
NR
Y 9~2 !, ~B82!
@Kxx
xx~d-d !2Kxx
yy~d-d !#1@Kyy
xx~d-d !2Kyy
yy~d-d !#
52
2A6
NR
Y 9~2 !, ~B83!
@Kxx
xx~d-d !2Kxx
yy~d-d !#2@Kyy
xx~d-d !2Kyy
yy~d-d !#
5
6
NR
@X91Y 9~0 !# , ~B84!
Kxy
xy~d-d !5
3
2NR
@X91Y 9~0 !# , ~B85!
Kxz
xz~d-d !1Kyz
yz~d-d !5
3
NR
S X92 12 Y 9~0 ! D , ~B86!
Kxz
xz~d-d !2Kyz
yz~d-d !5
3
NR
A32Y 9~2 !, ~B87!044005Kyz
xy~d-d !5
3
2NR
SA32Y 9~1 !2Z9D , ~B88!
Kxz
xx~d-d !2Kxz
yy~d-d !5
3
NR
SA32Y 9~1 !2Z9D , ~B89!
Kxz
xx~d-d !1Kxz
yy~d-d !52
1
NR
SA32Y 9~1 !13Z9D ,
~B90!
Kxx
xz~d-d !1Kyy
xz ~d-d !5
1
NR
S 2A32Y 9~1 !13Z9D ,
~B91!
Kxx
xz~d-d !2Kyy
xz ~d-d !5
3
NR
SA32Y 9~1 !1Z9D , ~B92!
Kxy
yz~d-d !5
1
2 @Kxx
xz~d-d !2Kyy
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